
 Board Minutes – March 28th, 2018 Agenda Item 2 
 
 
 
 
Governors present:  Lesley Brown; Roy Cullen, Chair; Gareth Dickson; Peter Driessen; Heather Ferguson; Richard 

Fisher; Doug Kobayashi; Bijan Neyestani; Kathi Springer, Secretary; Carolyn Thoms, Treasurer; 
Bryan Wilson, Vice-Chair; Marsha Elliott, Faculty Rep 

Regrets: Claudia Blum; Ed Chwyl, Past Chair; Gary Karr, Honourary Governor; Barbara Smith; Shannon 
von Kaldenberg 

Staff/Faculty present:      Jane Butler McGregor, CEO; Stephen Green, Dean; Chris Kask, CFO; Judi James, Manager of 
Donor Relations; Christine Gross, Manager of Marketing, Communications, and Social Media; 
Erin Fraser, Marketing Coordinator, Faculty Rep; Peter Ransford, Student Rep 

Guests: Rick Wesseling, BMO Nesbitt Burns 
Scribe: Kelsey Gilker, Executive Assistant 
 
Call to order: 4:32pm 

 
   Governor Cullen introduced new Student Representative, Peter Ransford and welcomed Rick Wesseling of BMO Nesbitt 

Burns who will be updating the Board on VCM Investments. He thanked outgoing Executive Assistant, Erin Fraser, for her 
many contributions in supporting the Board over the years and welcomed incoming Executive Assistant, Kelsey Gilker, to 
her new position. 
 
1. Approval of Agenda 

Motion to approve adoption of Agenda as distributed.  
Moved by Governor Thoms. Seconded by Governor Wilson. None opposed, motion carried. 
 

2. Approval of Minutes 
• Governor Wilson noted error on Item 6, Marketing Report; should read ‘none were opposed’.  
• President Cullen noted error on Item 11, Dean’s Report, second bullet; should read ‘the group is.’ 
Motion to approve the Minutes of February 28, 2018, as amended. 
Moved by Governor Kobayashi. Seconded by Governor Wilson. None opposed, motion approved. 
 

3. President’s Report 
• Governor Cullen thanked Rick Wesseling for his generous sponsorship of the Musical Luncheon. 
• A strong Board presence is encouraged for upcoming events: Daniel Lapp’s Joy of Life on May 4th and 5th, the 

Mother’s Day Musical Garden Tour on May 12th and 13th, and Celebrity Circle Celebration on June 3rd. 
• Jane and Governor Cullen have met with Board Nominee Susan Snell on several occasions. As an accountant she 

will make a great addition, especially with the loss of Governor Brown and Governor Thoms from the Finance 
Committee at the end of this year. 

Motion: That the Board Nominee, Susan Snell, be approved 
Moved by Governor Thoms. Seconded by Governor Fisher. None opposed, motion carried. 
 

4. Finance Report 
VCM Investments update from Rick Wesseling: 
• Initially the account was fairly conservative: 20% in equity, 80% fixed income; we’ve steadily moved to a 

balanced portfolio of 30% fixed income and 65% in equity.  
• The account is set-up with a mix of active and passive management: 

o Fixed income: 20% from Lorica Investment Council which manages the bond section, ETFs that are more 
passive, and a mutual fund.  

o Equity: a dividend-focused portfolio manager called Connor Clark is used, as well as the TSX 60.  
o US: BMO plus the S&P 500 
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o International: Walter Scott and iShares. 
• In the past year, fixed income and the Canadian equity markets have been flat; therefore, the bulk of the returns 

came from US and global equities. Overall, the account management fees work out to 1%, performance has 
been 6% after fees and no changes are recommended at this point. 

• Chris responded to a question from Rick and Governor Cullen regarding moving funds out of BMO: In regards to 
the Canadian Heritage Endowment Matching Program, the current plan has been to move endowment funds 
from BMO to the Victoria Foundation where they are no longer under our control, but still able to contribute to 
scholarships and bursaries. We transferred 200k the first year, and 200k the second year plus 180k of the 
Charman Fund; rough thought is to continue at maybe 100k or 200k per year; however we do not want to empty 
the BMO account and sever that partnership. 

• Governor Wilson asked if there is an opportunity to disperse more scholarships and bursaries. We budget to give 
out 4% of value of the endowment fund; however, we give out less and could fulfill more. This is due to lack of 
applicants and the fact not every bursary is used in full. 

 
Report from CFO Chris Kask: 
• The VCM currently has a two-year fixed rate loan of $228k at 3.09% that will be maturing over the weekend. As 

of Monday, it will roll-over to a revolving demand loan of Prime + 0.65%, sitting at 4.1%. A second loan of $100k 
to fix the roof is currently sitting at $80,800, floating at 4.1%. There is also an overdraft facility of $500k which 
currently isn’t used and a corporate credit card limit of $20k. All of this combined comes to a $970k facility. 

• Given that the debt is rolling over into a demand loan this weekend, the proposed motion is to borrow $450k, 
fixed for two years at 3.93%, which will be used to pay off the two demand loans. This will leave an extra $140k 
to be used on the boiler (approximate cost of $100k) and operating cash flow (remaining $40k). Cash flow for 
the summer will be in negative for the majority of the next 4 or 5 months, as predicted by last year’s and this 
year’s deficits. 

• In the future the plan is to restructure the complete facility. Instead of $970k, it would move to $1.1 or $1.2M 
with more room to borrow. However, in order to do this the bank requires a full property assessment which will 
cost $2k or $3k and take some time to complete. 
 

 Motion: Board resolution to approve borrowing $450,000, via a two year Fixed Rate Term Loan at 3.93%, 
convertible to a Demand Loan Non-revolving at BMO Prime + 0.65%, amortized for 15 years, all within the 
existing $970,000 credit facilities limit at Bank of Montreal with the purpose of funding the following: 

• Pay off $80,833.01 (or current balance at the time) loan #202 from BMO 
• Pay off $228,680.05 (or current balance at the time) loan #069 from BMO 
• Receive roughly $140,000 remainder in cash, approximately $100,000 to be used to pay for the 2018 

Boiler Replacement project and the remainder for operational cash flow purposes 
Moved by Governor Brown. Seconded by Governor Dickson. None opposed, motion carried.  

 
5. Development Report 

• The Development team recently facilitated the Spring direct mail, changing the tone from corporate to more 
personal. Looking forward, Development would like to focus on how to maximize the next direct mail. 

• The majority of current activity has been meeting with donors since both Judi James and Lara McDonald are 
relatively new to their positions. In particular, they are working on leveraging Notable donors who give up to 
$500 to the next level.  

• President Cullen brought up legacy giving and how we recognize those donors. Camille Cuthill has been writing a 
legacy strategy which Development is eager to review. The next step would be to list legacy donors on any 
programs we create for our own performance-based initiatives. We should also be looking at those who leave 
legacies to the Victoria Symphony as potential VCM legacy donors.  

 
6. Marketing Report 

• This is a busy time in the Marketing Department: Daniel Lapp’s Joy of Life Festival on May 4th and 5th, the 
Mother’s Day Musical Garden Tour on May 12th and 13th, and VCM End of Term Concerts from April 9th to May 
16th. The Board is encouraged to share and attend End of Term Concerts; they are of a very high caliber and will 
be brilliant. Information can be found online on our website and on Facebook. 



• Governor Fisher has kindly offered to conduct a brand audit, which will take 6-8 weeks to complete. It is an 
opportunity for the organization to take a hard look at its branding and marketing efforts from both an internal 
and external perspective. Pending Governor Fisher’s own commitments, a final presentation will be given at the 
board meeting in May.   

• Another initiative that has come from the Marketing Committee is the development of a crisis communication 
plan. Marketing Manager, Christine Gross, has completed an initial draft and the next step will be to meet with 
key staff at the VCM to make sure it is utilized. 

• Governor Wilson asked how we encourage the public to donate at concerts. For performances with paid 
ticketing the ask is subtle; however, we may want to look at how to maximize donations at admission-by-
donation concerts. A procedure needs to be developed requiring anyone who introduces the concerts to say a 
few words encouraging donations. Governor Springer suggested matching funds and offered to do so at the next 
concert. Other ideas included: pay-what-you-can and suggested minimum donation. 
 

7. Facilities Report 
• The biggest upcoming project is the boiler. Chief Facilities Officer, Martin Borg, has not estimated a large 

payback ($2k-$2.5k per year); however, it is a mandatory project.  
• Space planning is still in progress; an architect will be added to the Property Development Committee. 
• There is the possibility of losing the library space as the landlord is asking for considerably more rent. 

 
8. Staff Report 

• Front desk has recently welcomed new addition, Jeremie Grandbois, who will be mostly at Westhills. He is doing 
great and we look forward to working with him. 

 
9. Student Report 

• Several students in the classical program have asked for access to an RCM Syllabus; they are quite expensive and 
no longer offered for free online. Students have suggested leaving a few copies on the reserve shelf for day 
access. 

• Celebrate Theory Syllabus is offered for theory students; Stephen Green will look into acquiring an RCM Syllabus 
for other departments. 

• Governor Brown asked if the students are utilizing Slack, a communication channel; it is free and would be great 
for sharing the Syllabus. She will send the info to Stephen. 

 
10. Faculty Report 

• Faculty have returned from Spring Break. 
• The current area of focus is the Greater Victoria Performing Arts Festival. It is an excellent opportunity for the 

VCM to be in the public sphere. The schedule is online; it is a minimal charge of $25 for the calendar and gives 
access to the whole festival. It is an excellent way to support our students and faculty, and the Board is 
encouraged to attend. 

 
11. Dean’s Report 

• Stephen Green and David Visentin have been working with alumni services at Camosun to access data of past 
Diploma graduates. Majority of the data, including emails, are up-to-date so graduates can be invited to 
correspond and interact with current students.  

• The Artistic and Academic Committee have been working on integration of recording. Students are currently 
trained to listen critically with a musical ear, but when it comes to recording, one has to develop a technical way 
of listing that is devoid of emotion. This is something the Committee hopes to integrate with all students taking 
studio instruction. Next year we hope to offer those students an opportunity to record themselves and 
introduce an award for ‘Best Recording’ at Awards Day.   

• Reminder that there are two concerts for Joy of Life this year. The featured soloist on Friday (May 4th) is Richard 
Moody, one of Canada’s top folk and jazz violinists. On the Saturday evening (May 5th), Art Napoleon, an 
excellent singer and storyteller, will be featured. 



• Governor Wilson inquired if instructors have a habit of moving schedules. At this point it is only known to 
happen within the Contemporary School. If he hears anything, Student Representative, Peter Ransford, is 
encouraged to come forward so it can be acted upon immediately.  

 
12. CEO’s Report 

• The VCM has successfully signed a new year agreement with Camosun.  
• A grant for $105k was recently submitted to the BC Arts Council in support of the Post-Secondary Program. The 

VCM typically receive $97k a year but are hoping for more since the government has increased the BC Arts 
Council grants by $5M. 

• A troublesome issue is the new speculation tax imposed by the BC government. It has had a great impact on 
those donors who live in Alberta and have made homes/invested in Victoria. The new tax is causing donors to 
feel uneasy about staying in Victoria and many are selling their homes. If given the opportunity to do so, the 
Board is encouraged to speak or write letters to those who have an impact on the situation.  

• Jane and Chris will be meeting with Camille Cuthill, former Chief Development Officer who is still on contract 
with the VCM. She has been working very hard on a comprehensive legacy program, which will be rolling out 
very soon.  

• Jane will be meeting with BC Housing and a subcommittee of the neighbourhood group to address physical 
issues of the JSC building (ie. window coverings, new canopies, beautification of the courtyard); however, this in 
no way has an impact on the level of activity we continue to see in our neighbourhood.  

• Chris and Martin met last Monday with BC Housing, Palladin Security, Our Place and JSC to discuss using security 
more effectively. They conducted a walk-around of the neighbourhood and spoke candidly on security issues. 
Our Place has been experiencing and an increased level of activity, as well, and recently closed their gates to 
prevent red-listed members from entering. We will see if this is sustainable. 

• The next neighborhood meeting will be taking place April 12th.  
 
13. New Business 

No New Business was raised. 
 
14. Adjournment 

Motion to adjourn the March 28, 2018 Board meeting.  
Moved by Governor Kobayashi. Seconded by Governor Wilson. Motion approved. 
 
No In Camera meeting took place. 


